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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
FRICTION OF SCREW THREADS
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object of Investigation.-Friction research in connection with
machine elements has been confined very largely to the cylindrical
bearing. Very few tests have been made to determine the friction loss
in power screws; and none, as far as the authors are aware, have been
reported within the past thirty-five years. The chief object of this
investigation was, therefore, to determine values for coefficients of
friction applicable to the present-day operation of power screws.
The screw may be used in practice either as a means of perform-
ing work, or for the purpose of binding and holding together various
parts of machines or structures. In the latter case the thread is gen-
erally V-shaped and its pitch and depth conform to generally recog-
nized standards. In the former case the Acme thread has superseded
the square thread as the common and approved form, and while the
proportions of the thread have been standardized, no standard of pitch
is strictly adhered to.
In view of the many factors that must be taken into consideration
in a comprehensive investigation of the friction of screws, such as
load, speed, lubrication, combination of materials, etc., it is obvious
that the time required to determine experimentally the influence of
. these factors over a wide range would be prohibitive. Hence the tests
were confined to definite limits as to the various factors involved.
These limits, however, generally go beyond the actual operating con-
ditions that might ordinarily be imposed on a power screw in any
well-designed and well-built machine.
2. Previous Work.-In 1880 Wilfred Lewis* reported the results
of tests made to determine the coefficient of friction of a power screw.
The tests were made on the square-threaded feed screw of a 36-in.
vertical drilling machine at the works of Wm. Sellers and Company,
Philadelphia. The feed screw was mounted in a vertical position in a
cast-iron nut which was free to turn in a housing. Thrust loads rang-
ing from 50 to 2000 lb. were produced by means of weights suspended
from the lower end of the screw. The torque was measured by means
of weights suspended on a cord which wound around the circumference
of the nut and passed over a pulley.
*"On the Angular Pitch of Square Threaded Screws," Journal of the Franklin Institute,
Vol. CIX, No. 2, pp. 73-82.
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In general Lewis found that the force required to start the nut
was about 1.3 times that required to keep it in motion; and also that
the force required to keep it in motion decreased slightly as the speed
increased. The coefficient of friction as determined from these tests
was given as 0.15 at a speed which was "kept as slow as possible, since
there was no means of determining the rate of motion."
In a paper* presented at a meeting of the Americal Society of
Mechanical Engineers, 1891, James McBride describes a friction test
made on an ordinary 2-in. screw having 41/2 standard V threads per
inch, which had not been specially prepared in any manner. The nut
was tightened against a malleable iron washer, neither the nut nor the
washer being faced. The surfaces were well lubricated with lard oil.
By a method of trial the maximum pull a man could exert on a
wrench when the nut was loaded was obtained. Then, by applying a
given load, the length of handle required to raise the load was de-
termined. These results were obtained from a series of tests by differ-
ent operators and a mean value was obtained. The tests, which were
made in a crude way, indicated that 90 per cent of the power applied to
the wrench was absorbed by the friction of the nut on the washer and
on the threads of the screw. It is obvious that these tests would prob-
ably cover the worst case ordinarily encountered in the tightening of
a nut on a bolt.
The most extensive tests of the friction of screw threads up to the
present are those described by Albert Kingsburyt in 1895. These tests
were made on a set of square-threaded screws and nuts of several
combinations of materials. The screws were all of 1/, in. outside
diameter and had three threads per inch. The length of the nut was
such as to make the area of the thread one square inch, so that the
total axial load on the screw was also the axial pressure per square
inch on the thread surface. The threads were carefully cut on a lathe
and had been worn to good running condition by trials previous to the
tests.
The machine used for Kingsbury's tests was specially designed for
the purpose. It was hand-operated and applied an axial load to the
screw by means of a hydraulic pump. The test screw was rotated at a
very slow rate, approximately 0.5 r.p.m., until the axial load was in-
creased to the maximum of 14 000 lb. per sq. in. Meanwhile the torque
was measured by means of a pendulum attached to the nut, the pendu-
lum being swung out by the friction moment created between the screw
and nut. The relative motion of the screw and nut during this time was
*Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. XII, pp. 781-789.
tTrans. A.S.M.E., Vol. XVII, pp. 96-116.
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TABLE 1
*COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION FOR SQUARE-THREADED SCREWS
Used for sure per
Screw
Cast Iron ...................
W rought Iron...............
Mild Steel..................
M ild Steel C. H .............
Cast Bronze ................
Cast Iron...................
W rought Iron...............
M ild Steel. ..................
M ild Steel C. H .............
Cast Bronze ................
Cast Iron...................
W rought Iron...............
Mild Steel..................
M ild Steel C. H..............
Cast Bronze ................
C ast Iron ...................
W rought Iron...............
Mild Steel..................
M ild Steel C. H.............
Cast Bronze ................
Material Used for Nut
Mt ;il Pres-
square Cast
inch Iron
lb.
3 000 0.1400
0.1500
0.1320
0.1675
0.1300
10 000 0.1190
0.1380
0.1360
0.1300
0.1720
10 000 0.1050
0.0750
0.0650
0.0700
0.0440
14 000 0.0950
0.1000
0.1000
S0.1050
0.1100
Wrought
Iron
0.1570
0.1600
0.1560
0.1775
0.1300
0.1390
0.1400
0.1600
0.1430
0.1350
0.0710
0.0700
0.0675
0.0550
0.0450
0.1000
0.1075
0.1050
0.0975
0.1000
Mild
Steel
0.1500
0.1500
0.1470
0.1550
0.1270
0.1250
0.1390
0.1410
0.1330
0.1240
0.1075
0.0890
0.1110
0.1275
0.0710
0.1000
0.1125
0.1200
0.1175
0.1150
Cast
Brass
0.1200
0.1170
0.1270
0.1325
0.1400
0.1710
0.1470
0.1360
0.1930
0.1320
0.0590
0.0550
0.0400
0.0350
0.0360
0.1100
0.1200
0.1100
0.1375
0.1325
Average
Coeffi-
cient
0.143
0.143
Lubri-
cant
Used
Heavy
machinery
oil
Heavy
machinery
oil
0.07 Heavy
machinery
oil and
graphite
0.11 Lard
oil
*Machine Design-Leutwiler, p. 107.
very slight, being only that due to spring of parts of the machine
and the slight displacement of oil in the cylinder. The action be-
tween screw and nut was thus quite similar to the ordinary case of a
nut on a bolt being tightened against a comparatively unyielding
material. The motion of the pendulum was rather irregular, the screw
and nut being relatively at rest ten to twenty times during the tighten-
ing. It is obvious that the coefficients of friction thus obtained would
apply strictly to the case of an extremely slow speed, approaching a
condition of friction of rest; that is, to starting friction, rather than
to a true running condition.
Thrust and torque readings were recorded automatically. The
general form of the results, when torque was plotted against thrust,
was that of a curve very closely approaching a straight line. It is well
to note in this connection, also, that any given torque reading cor-
responded to an instantaneous thrust load, only. With different com-
binations of materials for screw and nut, and with different lubricants,
Kingsbury's results showed coefficients of friction varying from 0.03
to 0.25. However, he did not find differences sufficient to warrant any
conclusions as to the effect of different metals and lubricants. His con-
clusion was that 0.15 would be a fair average value of the coefficient
of friction for ordinary purposes. Table 1 gives a very good summary
I
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of the results of his investigation, as well as the combinations of ma-
terials, pressures, and lubricants used.
Kingsbury's results, though admittedly limited in scope, have been
the recognized standard for the past thirty-five years. No other worth-
while analysis of the problem appears to have been made. The truth
of these statements is evident from the fact that Kingsbury's coef-
ficients, and those only, are given in practically all the technical litera-
ture where reference is made to the friction of screw threads.
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of the University of Illinois, of which DEAN M. S. KETCHUM is the
director, and of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, of which
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II. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
4. Machine.-A drilling machine and dynamometers, originally
used for an investigation of twist drills,* were adapted to the work
of this investigation. A general view of the machine with the auxil-
iary attachments which were designed for this series of tests is shown
in Fig. 1. This machine is classified as a heavy duty single spindle
drilling machine with a speed range of 35 to 625 r.p.m. of the spindle.
In order to provide greater reduction of the spindle speed a small
auxiliary motor was connected through a speed reducer to the main
motor sprocket by means of a roller chain. This arrangement, which
may be seen in Fig. 2, provided a minimum speed for the spindle of
1Y/4 r.p.m.
The main driving motor transmitted power to the machine through
a 5-in. silent chain drive. Within the machine itself, power for driving
the spindle, which in turn operated the test screw, was transmitted
entirely through gears. A reversing friction clutch permitted rotation
of the spindle in either direction.
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bul. 159, 1926.
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FIG. 1. GENERAL VIEW OF DRILLING MACHINE, SHOWING ATTACIIMENTS
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FIG. 2. GENERAL VIEW SHOWING LOW-SPEED DRIVE AND RECORDING APPARATUS
5. Attachments.-In order to adapt the drilling machine to the
work of this investigation certain auxiliary apparatus was required
to support the test specimens, to drive the test screw, and to provide
the necessary adjustments in the assembly and operation. Figure 3
shows these parts mounted in operating position on the drilling ma-
chine. Further details are shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 3. VIEW SHOWING AUXILIARY APPARATUS AND ARRANGEMENT
OF TEST SPECIMENS
Main bracket E, Fig. 4, was mounted on the ways of the drilling
machine and served as a support for the thrust nut F which was the
medium, not only of feeding the test screw G into the test nut J, but
also of imposing the axial load on this nut. Bracket H, which carried
the test nut, rested on the support plate of the thrust dynamometer
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
FIa. 4. ARRANGEMENT OF TEST SPECIMENS AND AUXILIARY APPARATUS
shown at B in Fig. 5. Pins in the support plate B, Fig. 5, prevented
relative rotation of this plate and the test nut bracket H. Axial loads
on the screw G, Fig. 4, were produced by compressing the plate D
on the thrust nut F which was free to move in an axial direction. Ro-
tation of the thrust nut F relative to bracket E was prevented by set-
screw K which extended into a slot in this nut. A similar slot and set-
screw M were provided for test nut J, to prevent its rotation relative
to the test-nut bracket H. When the thrust nut F was forced down
by plate D the force was transmitted to the test nut J, through the
medium of the test screw G. Test-nut bracket H in turn transmitted
the force from the test nut to the rubber diaphragm of the thrust
dynamometer shown in Fig. 5. Test screw G, Fig. 4, was driven by
means of pin 0, which carried rollers P. These rollers were free to
move up or down in the slot in member C, the shank of which fitted
into the drilling machine spindle Y.
In this arrangement lies the unique feature of the method employed
in this investigation. In the normal operation of such a screw and
nut, the screw turning in the nut under axial load would force the nut
to travel up or down. In the testing arrangement the screw traveled
up or down through the test nut under the axial load produced by the
method just described. The test nut was permitted to remain sta-
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FIG. 5. DETAILS OF THRUST AND TORQUE DYNAMOMETERS
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FIG. 6. DETAILS OF THRUST AND TORQUE INDICATORS
tionary while the screw turned, due to the fact that the screw traveled
in or out of the thrust nut at the same rate that it traveled in or out
of the test nut. In other words, the screw, instead of the nut, traveled
in the axial direction under axial load. It is obvious that this scheme
greatly facilitated the measurement of thrust and torque, and was
entirely feasible, since the torque for a given axial load should be
the same, whether the nut travels along the screw or the screw travels
through the nut. The relative motions are obviously identical in the
two cases.
Supporting rods B, Fig. 4, were mounted on the support plate B,
Fig. 5, to insure alignment and rigidity of the rotating table. At the
top, these rods were attached to a large radial ball bearing A, Fig. 4,
which was mounted on hardened sleeve Q. This sleeve was in turn
bolted to the frame of the drilling machine and served as an inner
race for the radial ball bearing A, permitting the table to rotate and
move in a vertical, but not in a horizontal, direction. The elevating
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Torque Rerc'ord
Thrrust Record
FIG. 7. TYPICAL DYNAMOMETER RECORDS
device shown in the side elevation, Fig. 4, was attached to bracket E
and to the column of the drilling machine to provide means of elevat-
ing the bracket when changing the test specimens. The tension rod
W prevented any undue deflection of the main bracket casting when
the higher axial loads were applied to the test screw. A removable
ring L was provided on top of the test nut bracket H for the purpose
of forming an oil chamber when it was desired to have the screw run
in an oil bath. Provision was made for inserting a standard ther-
mometer at N, Fig. 4. A bypass from the oil chamber produced by the
ring L permitted a part of the oil to surround the bulb of the ther-
mometer, and in this manner the temperature of the oil bath was
determined.
The apparatus between the point of application of power to the
test screw and the pencil of the torque indicator constituted a more
or less elastic medium. The torque indicator, therefore, could not be
relied upon to register the friction of rest, or what will hereafter be
called starting friction, because the pencil obviously would not respond
quickly enough to register this instantaneous torque. The starting
torque, therefore, was measured in a manner almost identical with
the procedure followed in calibrating the torque indicator, as described
in Section 9 and shown in Fig. 8. When measuring starting torque
the only alterations required in the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 were
the removal of driving member C, stud 0, and rollers P. A torque arm
consisting of a segment of one foot radius was then fastened to the
top of the test screw G. A chain attached at the end of the torque
arm segment passed over the ball-bearing sprocket and supported the
sling in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 8. The sprocket and
sling were properly adjusted so that when weights were placed in the
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FIG. 8. APPARATUS FOR CALIBRATING DYNAMOMETERS
sling the vertical load thus produced was converted into a horizontal
load applied to the screw at a radius of one foot.
6. Dynamometers.-The details of the dynamometers are shown in
Fig. 5. They were of the hydraulic type, each consisting of a load-
supporting element and a recording element. The platen A, Fig. 5,
and a heavy rubber diaphragm received the axial thrust load of the
screw and transmitted it to the fluid in the recording system. A ball
thrust bearing F was mounted on top of the platen and supported plate
B, which was free to rotate under the action of the screw torque. Such
rotation applied a direct load on the sylphon C by means of arm E
bolted to plate B. Plunger G, which moved on balls in the guide H,
received the load from arm E and transmitted it to the sylphon C.
The fluid used in the torque dynamometer was ordinary machine oil,
but in the thrust dynamometer it was necessary to use castor oil be-
cause of the rapid deterioration of the the rubber diaphragm under the
action of mineral oil.
The recording element of each dynamometer consisted of a modi-
fied Crosby steam engine indicator as shown in Fig. 6. The sylphon,
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a flexible seamless copper bellows such as is employed frequently in
thermostats, transmitted the pressure exerted by the volume change
of the closed hydraulic system to the piston of the indicator. Any
movement of the sylphon due to the pressure changes in the hydraulic
system was communicated to the pencil through the regular linkage.
The torque and thrust recording instruments were arranged on a
table at one side of the machine (see Fig. 2) so that simultaneous
records of frictional torque and axial loads could be made on a moving
strip of paper. The paper was driven across the table at a constant
speed and recorded the pencil movement of the indicators. A typical
dynamometer record is shown in Fig. 7.
7. Test Specimens.-The ten sets of test specimens listed in Table 2
were used in this investigation. A "set of test specimens" consisted of
one screw, one thrust nut, and one test nut. The working drawings
from which original sets 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were made are shown
in Fig. 11. The firm manufacturing these specimens used the same
machine for each detail in order to insure uniformity of pitch. Since
the specimens were made from ordinary working drawings it is reason-
able to assume that the product received is representative of commer-
cial accuracy.
In contrast to the preceding method of producing test specimens
the set of specimens No. 4, Table 2, was made to very exacting speci-
fications as to accuracy of thread angle and surface finish, the object
being to compare a very high grade product with one that had been
carefully made but without exceptional regard for accuracy other than
what is consistent with good commercial practice.
The set of specimens No. 9, Table 2, was made up in a local shop,
and used mainly for preliminary testing.
All the threads of screws and nuts comprising sets 1 to 9 were
chased on the lathe.
The set of specimens No. 10, Table 2, was obtained from a manu-
facturer of high grade machine tools. The parts were taken directly
from stock and adapted to the same apparatus used in the set-up of
the other specimens. The threads of the screw of this set of specimens
were cut on a thread milling machine, while the threads in the nuts
were cut with a ground tap.
The screws were made of the various grades of S.A.E. steels in-
dicated in Table 2. The nuts in original test specimens, sets 1, 2, 3, 5,
6, 7, and 8, were made from one brand of bronze, those in sets 4 and 9
from another brand, and those in set 10 from still another. In all
three cases, however, these brands represented good grades of bearing
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FRICTION OF SCREW THREADS
bronze. The other nuts were made from good grades of cast iron and
babbitt.
Test specimens obtained under the conditions outlined made pos-
sible not only a comparative study of the several types of screws, but
also of the effect of methods of manufacture and quality of work-
manship.
III. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
8. Soope of Tests.-The important factors that should be taken
into consideration in a comprehensive investigation of the friction
of screw threads are: type of thread, load, speed, lubrication, combi-
nation of materials and quality of workmanship. In this investigation
the test conditions pertaining to each of these factors were established
with the view of conforming, as far as possible, to the conditions en-
countered in commercial practice. The square, Acme, and V types
of threads were selected because of their universal application. Com-
parative tests were made on these three types, most of the attention
being given to the Acme thread because of its almost exclusive use in
present-day power transmission.
Since, in the operation of a power screw, it is desirable to know
the frictional resistance of its thrust bearing as well as the friction of
the threads, some tests were made also on thrust bearings such as
would normally be used with the type of screws being tested. The
results of these tests are given in the Appendix.
9. Calibration of Dynamometers.-In order to eliminate errors it
was necessary to calibrate the dynamometers in place. Any inherent
losses due to friction or lost motion in the recording system would,
therefore, be constant both during calibration and actual tests. Refer-
ence to Fig. 8 will show the arrangement required for calibrating both
the torque and the thrust indicators. Calibration spring A, which had
been previously calibrated in an Amsler testing machine, was placed
between two plates B-B which served as reference planes for the
measurement of the spring deformation. On these plates were three
bosses, located 120 deg. apart, which were drilled to receive the points
of the Ames dial gage. In setting up the spring and plates on the
diaphragm, care was exercised to keep the bosses in perfect alignment.
Before any results were recorded the spring was compressed approxi-
mately one inch to insure proper arrangement of the plates in the
spring. The load was then released and a zero deflection reading re-
corded, as well as the zero position of the pencil travel. Loads were
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then applied to give equal increments of spring deflection. For each
deflection the pencil travel of the thrust indicator was recorded, and
the corresponding load obtained from the spring calibration curve,
Fig. 9. In Fig. 10 are plotted curves of the indicator pencil travel and
the load for the thrust and torque indicators equipped with different
indicator springs. Calibration at frequent intervals during the tests
showed practically no variation from the straight-line curves of the
original calibration. From these curves a series of scales was prepared
for measuring the test records. A typical test record is shown in Fig. 7.
The method of calibrating the torque dynamometer was somewhat
less involved. Standard weights were supported by a sling, and the
vertical load was converted into a horizontal load applied to the
dynamometer through the medium of a chain passing over a ball-
bearing sprocket wheel and a second sling (see Fig. 8). Standard
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Screw No. Type of Threads „„en/
No. Req•' Threo' per n. ter
/0/-A / Square 4-IS/g/e SAE S /040
/0/-B / Acme 4-singl/e S.AESt/040
/O/-C / 15S.-V 4-5ing/e 3A.ES 1040
/0/-D / Acme 4-Doumle SAE St/040
/0/-E / Acme e-S/ng/e S3A St /040
/O/-F / Acme 2-53/2/e SA.. St /020
/0/-a / /S.S-V 4-S/.g/e SAE4. St1/OZO
(b)- Shor/ /VNt
lNu No. Type of Threcads
No. ReqYd Thread per n. eri
20/-A / Square 4-5 ig/e Bronze
20/1- / Acme 4-5ing/e Bronze
ZO/-C / 6(S.S-V 4-5,ig/e Bronze
ZO/-D / Acme 4-Ooub/e Bronze
0/-E 2 Acme 2-Sing/e Bronze
ZO/-F Z Acme Z-Sng/e Cast/ron
ZO/-G / Acme 2-Sing/e Babitt
20/- / 1US.-V 4-Sing/e SSAE.t/lOZO
ZOI-I / U.SVS-V 4-S/gl/e Cast /ro
Nut No. 7Tpe of Threads /o/erk.
No. Req• f Thread per n.
30/-A / Square 4,/ng/e Bronze
30/-B / Acme 4-Sig/e Bronze
301-C / U..5.-V 4-5ing/e Bronze
301-D / Acme 4-Doub/e Bronze
301/E / Acme Z-S'ing/e Bronze
FIa. 11. DETAILS OF TEST SPECIMENS
weights were applied in uniform increments and the corresponding
pencil travel was recorded. Calibration of both the thrust and the
torque indicators for either direction of rotation of the test screw gave
identical calibration curves.
10. Test Conditions.--Axial loads were applied in regular inter-
vals up to 8000 lb. for each of the following speeds: 11, 4, 12, 35,
and 102 r.p.m. It may be observed that the speeds are in approximate
geometric ratio. These loads and speeds, which were selected as the
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best suited to the operation of the testing apparatus, may be assumed
to cover a wide range of practical operating conditions.
The lubricant used for the general tests was a medium engine oil,
typical of the kind that is commonly used in the commercial applica-
tions of power screws. A generous coating of oil was applied to the
test specimens at the beginning of a test, and since this one application
was sufficient for the retention of a good film on the contact surfaces
throughout the period of a test, no further application of oil was made.
Preliminary tests showed that as long as a good film was present the
amount of oil was immaterial. The oil chamber which provided an
oil bath for use in preliminary tests is described in Section 5.
The combinations of materials used were such as are commonly
found in commercial practice. That is, screws made of several grades
of medium carbon steels were run with bronze, cast iron, and babbitt
nuts. There being available a variety of test specimens, some of which
were made on the lathe and some of which were milled and tapped,
with varying degrees of accuracy, the test conditions were such that
the effect of quality of workmanship could be experimentally studied.
The procedure in making a regular test for running friction, or
what may be considered a test conducted under standardized condi-
tions, was as follows: After the test specimens had been set up in the
machine the screw was run back and forth several times under no load
through its full operating length while a generous coating of oil was
applied. The next step, with the screw running at a speed of 1%
r.p.m., was to take the indicator readings for thrust and torque at
fairly regular intervals of 500 to 1000 lb. of axial load up to a maxi-
mum of 8000 lb. The axial load was then released and the same pro-
cedure repeated for the remaining speeds of 4, 12, 35, and 102 r.p.m.
The entire test as described occupied a period of about one hour.
The procedure in making a test for starting friction was as follows:
After the necessary changes were made in the arrangement of the
testing apparatus as described in Section 5, axial loads were imposed
on the test specimens in the same manner as for the tests on running
friction. Weights were then placed in the sling until the point was
reached where the sling would drop. The final weights applied just as
motion was impending were in one-pound increments. The total weight
required to drop the sling and thus start the torque arm in motion was
a measure of the starting friction.
IV. THEORY AND METHODS OF CALCULATION
11. Equations for Torque.--Analysis of the friction of screw
threads subjected to axial thrust requires calculations involving torque,
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coefficient of friction, and efficiency. The following theoretical analysis
is given as an aid in the interpretation of the experimental results and
for the purpose of establishing formulas to facilitate the calculations
involved:
Consider the general case of an angular-threaded screw, a section
of the thread being shown at (a) in Fig. 12. Assume that the screw
is turning in the direction to raise the load on the nut, and that the
forces represented in a, b, and c in the figure are forces on the nut.
Let N = Force normal to thread surface,
Q = Axial thrust of nut on screw (acts along Z axis toward
the origin),
d = Mean diameter of the screw,
F = Turning effort on nut at mean radius (acts along X axis
toward the origin),
T = Torque (F X d/2),
a = Mean helix angle,
S= Angle side of thread makes with Y axis = one-half the
included thread angle,
4 = Coefficient of friction between nut and screw,
E = Efficiency.
The axial thrust Q is the algebraic sum of the vertical component
of the normal force N, which acts upward and has a magnitude N,,
and the vertical component of the force of friction pN, which acts
downward and has a magnitude IN sin a. That is
Q = N, - /N sin a
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But
N = VN2+ N2+ N2
Since
NX = N, tan a and N, = N, tan f
Then
N = NV tan + tan2 + 1 (2)
Therefore
Q = N,[1 - sin a / + tan2 a + tan 2 ] (3)
The turning effort F is the sum of the horizontal components of
the normal force N, which acts in a direction opposed to the motion of
the nut and has a magnitude N., and the horizontal component of the
force of friction pN, which also acts in a direction opposed to the
motion of the nut and has a magnitude pN cos a. That is
and F = N, + pN cos a (4)and
Nx = N, tan a
But, referring to (2),
N = N, n ta a tan2 + 1
Therefore
F = NA[tan a + p cos a 1 + tn2tan + an2l] (5)
Combining (3) and (5)
1- p sin a co-- + tan2
Q cos2 a
F 1
tan a + I cos a -- + tan20
cos2 a
sin a I
1 - O -- t/1 + tan20 cos2 a
cos0a a
cos aCOS 
tan a + p --- I 1 - tan20 cos2 a
cos a
tan2 P
1 - p tan a 1 + tan
1 + tan2 a
(6)
tan28
tan a + u 1 +-
1 + tan a
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For a very close approximation tan2 a under the radical may be
disregarded. This gives
Q 1 - p tan a sec2(s
F tan a + A /sec2p
1 tan a1-
cos #
tan a + --
cos (
cos 3 - g tan a
= (7)
cos tan a + p
Therefore
= cos  tan a (8)_Lcos ( - JL tan aJ
and the formula for torque, for the condition of raising the load,
becomes
T Qd cos tan a + (9)
2 Lcos # - jA tan a
For the reverse motion of the nut, that is, for the condition of
lowering the load, the components N 2 and jiN sin a of the axial thrust
Q both act upward and the formula for Q becomes, in this case,
Q = N, + iN sin a (10)
For this reverse motion of the nut, that is, for the condition of
lowering the load, the components N. and N cos a of the turning
effort act in opposite directions. N, acts in the same direction as F,
while the friction component uN cos a, of course, acts in the opposite
direction. The formula for F in this case becomes
F = pN cos a - N, (11)
Equations (10) and (11) being combined in the same manner as
(3) and (5) were combined to obtain (9), the formula for torque,
for the condition of lowering the load, becomes
Qd F_ - cos B tan a (12)
T cos - (12) tan2 Lcos (3 + p tan a]
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For values of a ordinarily suitable for practical purposes the
quantity in the brackets is positive, thus making T positive. That
is, lowering the load requires an effort and the screw is self-locking.
If, however, a becomes large enough to make the quantity in the
brackets negative, thus making T negative, an effort must be applied
to resist the tendency of the load to descend. All the screws used in
this investigation were self-locking.
It should be noted that general Equations (9) and (12) may be
reduced to the special forms for square threads by making the quantity
cos p = 1.
In this investigation the test results gave the torque on the test nut
for various axial loads, and the coefficients of friction given in Figs.
14 to 23, inclusive, were calculated by substituting these values in
Equations (9) and (12). Since the relation between axial load and
torque was practically a constant, as indicated by each of the curves,
it followed that the coefficient of friction was also a constant for all
points on each curve.
12. Equations for Efficiency.-In order to obtain a general expres-
sion for the efficiency of a screw it is necessary to determine the tor-
sional moment To required when friction is not considered, and divide
this moment by T, the torsional moment which includes friction.
Without friction, . = 0: hence, from (9) it follows that
Qd
To = - tan a (13)
2
Hence the efficiency when raising the load is
cos 3 - j tan aE = (14)
cos p + j cot a
and the efficiency when lowering the load is
cos 0 + ± tan a
E = (15)
pA cot a - cos 3
13. Method for Starting Friction.-From Fig. 13 and the descrip-
tion of the apparatus for measuring starting friction in Section 5, it
is seen that when the screw turning in the two nuts under axial thrust
has applied to it a turning moment in the direction to move it down-
ward as it turns in the two nuts, the condition in the upper nut will
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FROM STARTING TORQUE
be that of raising the load, while the condition in the lower nut will be
that of lowering the load.
Each of the expressions for torque, Equations (9) and (12), may
be separated into two parts as follows:
For raising the load, Equation (9),
Qd [cos r tan a + p
2 cos 0 - p tan a
Qd r cos tan a Qd F
2 Lcos - p tan a 2 - cos - p tan a
/•i/rec,'"/ot? o:f/ arce
of A/iu o 5Screw
4'
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For lowering the load, Equation (12),
Qd FL - cos 0f tan a]
2 Lcos + jp tan aj
Qd -cos tan a Qd
2 Lcos 3 + s tan a + 2 Lcos # + jP tan a
The first quantity in each case represents the component of torque
due to the angle of rise of the mean helix, while the second quantity
represents the component due to friction. The quantity [ tan a is so
small that in this analysis it may be neglected without appreciable
error, and in this case the components due to the helix angle are
equal and opposite in direction while the components due to friction
are equal and in the same direction (see Fig. 13). Obviously, therefore,
the moment required to turn the screw is only that required to over-
come the combined friction of the two nuts. The frictional resistance
being assumed divided equally between the two nuts, the moment of
friction for each nut is
Qd A
T = - X- (16)
2 cos f
The foregoing analysis may be verified by reference to the graphi-
cal representation of axial and tangential forces in Fig. 13 and to
Equations (1) to (12).
In this investigation the coefficient of friction for the condition
of starting was determined by substituting in Equation (16) one-half
the torque required to start the screw in motion and solving for &.
It should be kept in mind that the use of different methods in
calculating the coefficient of running friction and of starting friction
was due to the difference in the way the torque was measured. The
frictional moment measured was in the former case that of the test
nut running on the screw, and in the latter case that of the screw run-
ning in the two nuts (the thrust nut and the test nut) in the manner de-
scribed. It should be explained in this connection that, although the
arrangement in Fig. 4 shows the length of the thrust nut to be twice
that of the test nut, numerous tests made with the length of the thrust
nut equal to that of the test nut indicated that the frictional resistance
was independent of the length of the nut within these limits.
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V. RESULTS OF TESTS
14. General Statement.-The general results of the tests are shown
in Figs. 14 to 23 in the form of thrust-torque curves. The total axial
load Q and the corresponding torque T, which have been plotted as
the primary coordinates, represent the readings taken directly from
the torque and thrust dynamometers during the tests. These quantities
T and Q were substituted in Equations (9) and (12), Section 11, to
obtain the values of the coefficient of friction p. given in each figure.
Since the relation between T and Q is a constant, as shown by the
straight line in each figure, it follows from Equations (9) and (12)
that this straight line also indicates that the coefficient of friction 11
is a constant. It may be noted in each figure that the unit axial loads
corresponding to total axial loads are also shown. These results which
have been selected for discussion are representative of the entire set
of tests made during the investigation. Numerous preliminary tests.
were made with the object of perfecting the technique and of proving
the reliability of the results obtained. Finally, a thorough check on the
calibration of thrust and torque was made before beginning the official
tests under standardized conditions.
It was observed that when a test screw and nut were set up and
run under load for the first time the friction gradually decreased. This
is in accord with common experience with newly machined surfaces.
After a period of time, which varied with the different test specimens,
the surfaces in contact reached a condition where there was no further
decrease in friction. A definite statement cannot be made as to the
load or speed required or the length of the "run-in" period, since these
factors depended upon-the original condition and accuracy of the sur-
faces in contact. Except as otherwise specifically indicated, it was
after this condition of "equilibrium" was reached that the test results
given here were obtained.
15. Square, Acme, and V-threaded Screws.-It was the purpose, in
the tests described in this section, to make a comparative study of
the performance of the square, Acme, and V types of screws (Sets
Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Table 2), as well as to determine the coefficient of
friction in each case. The results of this study are shown graphically
in Figs. 14 to 16. Before taking up the discussion of these results, it
will be of interest to consider the hypothetical relations between axial
load and torque for the three types of screws under consideration.
For this purpose the thrust-torque curves in Fig. 14 have been plotted
in accordance with Equations (9) and (12), Section 11, an assumed
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FIG. 14. HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN AXIAL THRUST AND TORQUE
coefficient of friction of 0.125 being used in all three cases. The three
screws are assumed to be alike in all respects, except as to type of
thread. The differences in the relative positions of the thrust-torque
curves shown are, therefore, due solely to the variation of thread
angle P (see Fig. 12). It is observed that the V-threaded screw, with
thread angle P equal to 30 deg., has the greatest hypothetical torque
for any given axial load; the square-threaded screw, with thread angle
P equal to zero has the least torque; and the Acme-threaded screw,
with thread angle P equal to 141/2 deg., has a value for the torque
between the other two curves in the relative positions shown. It may
be noted from Fig. 14 that the differences between the hypothetical
thrust-torque curves for the three types of screws are comparatively
small, a fact that probably is not generally recognized. In other words,
for a given coefficient of friction and a given axial load the variation
201 ---1^ ^ -~ e-- - - -
in torque for screws having square, Acme, or V threads may be con-
sidered to be of minor consideration in practice.
Returning now to the thrust-torque curves derived from actual
-- ^ ^^i?-- - -- -- ^i/S.S.L( ~- - - - -
tests on square-, Acme-, and V-threaded screws, Fig. 15, and com-
paring them with the hypothetical curves in Fig. 14, it may be ob-
served that there is disagreement in certain respects, the probable
reason for which will be made evident in the discussion which follows.
Previous to the series of tests under discussion, the screw and
Previous to the series of tests under discussion, the screw and
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nut in each case were subjected to a run-in period under various
loads and speeds, followed by six series of tests similar to those de-
scribed here. The results shown, therefore, represent the friction of
threads that have been well run in. In each case thrust-torque curves
are shown for the conditions of both raising and lowering the load. The
reason for the smaller torque in the case of lowering the load has
been explained in Section 11.
Referring again to Fig. 15, the coefficients of friction shown in-
dicate that for each type of screw the results obtained for the con-
ditions of raising and of lowering the load are very consistent. In
Fig. 15(a) the thrust-torque curve for the condition of lowering the
load was obtained first. Then, without any change in arrangement or
in test conditions other than reversing the direction of rotation of the
screw, the position of the torque sylphon was reversed so that the
torque could be measured in the opposite direction. This would be
the torque required for the condition of raising the load. The resulting
coefficients of friction in the two cases are practically identical, as may
be seen by comparing the values 0.128 and 0.127, respectively. Since,
theoretically, there should be no difference in the coefficient of friction
in raising and in lowering the load, these results served as an excellent
check on the reliability of the apparatus for measuring thrust and
torque. Considering another case, Fig. 15(c), for example, the dia-
grams shown for the conditions of raising and of lowering the load were
obtained not at the same time and during the same set-up, but at dif-
ferent times and after the screw and nut had been taken down and re-
assembled. The fact that the results obtained for the conditions of
raising and of lowering the load are consistent under these conditions,
as indicated by the close agreement of the coefficients of friction shown,
namely, 0.125 and 0.120 respectively, serves as a further proof of the
reliability of the testing apparatus.
In Fig. 15 (d) the results of tests are shown in which the screw 101C
was run with a nut 201CX of the same material and of the same
dimensions as nut 201C of Fig. 15(c), with the one exception that
the length of nut was half as great, thus doubling the intensity of the
axial load. Comparing the results in Figs. 15(c) and 15(d), the agree-
ment is as close as might ordinarily be expected under the circum-
stances of the same screw running with two different nuts at widely
separated intervals of time.
It should be observed that when tested under the same conditions of
load, speed, and lubrication, the only factors of any consequence that
could affect the coefficient of friction are those resulting from quality
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FIG. 16. COMPARISON OF HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN AXIAL THRUST
AND TORQUE WITH THOSE OBTAINED FROM TESTS
of workmanship, such as errors in pitch, thread angle, and condition
of contact surfaces. In this series of comparative tests it was found
that the fit of mating thread angles and condition of contact surfaces
were the only factors that appreciably affected the coefficient of fric-
tion, and it was shown conclusively that these two factors, in their
effect on the coefficient of friction, may have a greater influence than
do the thread angles on the relative positions of the thrust-torque
curves for the square, Acme, and V threads.
The truth of these statements will be made evident through a
further study of Figs. 14 and 15, and particularly of Fig. 16, where the
chief results of this group of tests have been brought together in one
diagram for convenience of comparison. In Fig. 16 it may be noted
that the actual thrust-torque curve for the square thread, with co-
efficient of friction IL = 0.127 and 0.128 for raising and lowering the
load, respectively, practically coincide with their corresponding hypo-
thetical curves drawn with the assumed coefficient of 0.125. A similar
statement can be made with regard to the thrust-torque curves for the
V thread. In the case of the Acme thread, however, it is observed that
when transferred from Fig. 15(b) to Fig. 16 the thrust-torque curves
with coefficients of i = 0.160 and 0.136, respectively, occupy positions
much higher on the diagram than their corresponding hypothetical
curves drawn for the assumed coefficient of 0.125.
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Examination of the three sets of test specimens used brought out
the fact that in the case of the square and V threads the fit of mating
thread angles and condition of contact surfaces were fairly good. In
the case of the Acme thread, however, it was found that, although on
casual inspection the threads appeared to be in good condition, not
only did the mating thread angles not fit properly, but the contact
surfaces of the threads of the screw were in poor condition. The sur-
faces had been torn by the cutting tool, leaving rough places and high
spots, due possibly to hard spots on the steel and too heavy cuts in
the process of manufacture. No amount of run-in under load would
apparently wholly alleviate these defects, and the best results that
could be obtained were those shown in Fig. 15(b), giving the coef-
ficients of friction noted, 0.160 for the condition of raising the load,
and 0.136 for the condition of lowering the load.
A new set of test specimens 101BX and 201BX (Set No. 4, Table 2)
was obtained, identical with specimens 101B and 201B, with the ex-
ception that special care was taken to insure an accurate fit of the
mating thread angles, and accurate and smooth contacting thread sur-
faces. The results of the tests on these specimens are shown in Fig.
15(e), for the condition of raising the load. The thrust-torque curve in
this case is lower than that of its corresponding hypothetical curve of
Fig. 14, or that of either the square, Acme, or V threads of Figs. 15(a)
to 15(c), giving a coefficient of friction of 0.106. A more convenient
comparison of these results may be obtained by observing the curves in
their transferred positions in Fig. 16.
The tests which have just been described, together with numerous
other tests which will not be discussed here, show conclusively that
the fit of mating thread angles and the condition of contact surfaces,
in their effect on the coefficient of friction, have a much greater influ-
ence on the relative positions of the thrust-torque curves for square,
Acme, and V threads than the differences in thread angles.
In determining the friction loss in square-threaded screws, the
action between the nut and the screw is assumed to be similar to that
produced by a body moving up an inclined plane. Furthermore, the
axial load on the screw, as well as the force required to turn the screw,
are considered as concentrated at a distance from the axis equal to the
mean radius of the screw. A similar assumption is made in the analysis
of the friction loss of angular threads. It should be observed as an
important fact that the experimental results of this investigation agree
very closely with those obtained from the theoretical relations based
upon the foregoing assumptions.
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FIG. 17. AXIAL THRUST-TORQUE RELATIONS FOR ACME SCREW No. 101 E
16. Acme Screw of S.A.E. No. 1040 Steel with Bronze, Cast-Iron,
and Babbitt Nuts.-In this series of tests the same screw 101E of
S.A.E. No. 1040 steel was run with the bronze, cast-iron, and babbitt
nuts, 201E1, 201F1, and 201G1, respectively, in the order named.
These specimens comprise Set No. 5, Table 2. The results are shown
graphically in Fig. 17.
These test specimens of coarser pitch generally gave evidence of
greater accuracy in manufacture than did the specimens of the pre-
ceding group discussed in Section 15. The fit of the mating thread
angles was good, and the contact surfaces had a good finish, so that
a comparatively short run-in period was required in arriving at the
results represented by the thrust-torque curves and the coefficients
of friction shown in Fig. 17. The low coefficients (0.096, 0.106, and
0.104) obtained for this group of specimens again illustrate the effect
of accuracy and finish of the contact surfaces of screw and nut. The
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FRICTION OF SCREW THREADS
differences in the values of these coefficients might result from either
the differences in the materials of the surfaces in contact or from vari-
ations in the finish of the contact surfaces. The differences as shown
by these tests, as well as by numerous other tests of the same kind, are
so small that it may be assumed that the variations are due to differ-
ences in the degree of smoothness of the contact surfaces rather than
to the effect of the different metals in contact. It would appear, there-
fore, that these results do not show sufficient variation to warrant any
definite conclusion as to the effect of the different metals in contact.
17. Acme Screw of S.A.E. No. 1020 Steel with Bronze, Cast-Iron,
and Babbitt Nuts.-In this series of tests the same screw 101F of
S.A.E. No. 1020 steel was run with the bronze, cast-iron, and babbitt
nuts, 201E2, 201F2, and 201G2, respectively, in the order named.
These test specimens, which are listed as Set No. 6, Table 2, were
alike as to specifications with those of the preceding group discussed
in Section 16, with the one exception of the material of the screw.
The screw was well-made and had a smooth finish. Errors in the
mating thread angles, however, produced a bearing near the bottom of
the thread of the screw when run with the bronze nut, and a bearing
near the top of the thread of the screw when run with the cast-iron
nut. A few minutes run-in with the babbitt nut, however, showed con-
tact over the entire working surfaces.
Due to the inaccuracies in the thread angles a run-in period con-
siderably longer than that for the preceding series of tests was neces-
sary in order to bring the working surfaces of the threads into full
contact. This condition was particularly true in the case of the
bronze and cast-iron nuts. The final results of this series of tests are
shown graphically in Fig. 18.
Comparative results are given in the case of the cast-iron nut as
a typical illustration of the difference in the friction of a screw and
nut when new and after a run-in period sufficient to bring the mating
thread angles to a proper fit, and thus full contact at the working
depth of thread. Figure 18(b) shows the thrust-torque curve previous
to the run-in, giving a coefficient of friction of 0.140. Figure 18(c)
shows the corresponding curve after the run-in period, giving a coef-
ficient of friction of 0.125.
The thrust-torque curve, Fig. 18(d), for the babbitt nut, which, as
previously stated, was obtained after the very short run-in period
necessary to bring the thread surfaces into full contact, gave a co-
efficient of friction of 0.096. This value is very near the value of 0.104
found in the case of the similar test specimens, 101E with 201G1, in
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FIG. 18. AXIAL THRUST-TORQUE RELATIONS FOR ACME SCREW No. 101 F
the preceding series of tests discussed in Section 16. The final coeffici-
ents of friction 0.114 and 0.125 (Figs. 18(a) and 18(c)) for the bronze
and cast-iron nuts, respectively, are somewhat higher than the cor-
responding values, 0.096 and 0.106 (Figs. 17(a) and 17(b)) for the
bronze and cast-iron nuts, respectively, of the preceding series of tests.
It was observed that the thread surfaces of the cast-iron nut in par-
ticular, in this series of tests, failed to acquire the smooth finish of the
cast-iron nut of the preceding series of tests.
The differences may, therefore, be assumed to be due not to the
effect of the S.A.E. No. 1040 and No. 1020 steels of which the screws
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FIG. 19. AXIAL THRUST-TORQUE RELATIONS FOR DOUBLE-THREADED
ACME SCREW NO. 101 D
were made, but rather to differences in the degree of smoothness of
contact surfaces, since the dimensions of the specimens and the testing
conditions were identical in the two series of tests. Again the state-
ment can be made, as in the preceding section, that the condition of
the contact surfaces has such a marked effect on the coefficient of fric-
tion that a definite statement cannot be made regarding the effect of
the different combinations of materials of the screw and nut.
18. Double-Thread Acme Screw.-In Fig. 19 are shown the results
of tests on an Acme screw and nut, 101D and 201D (Set No. 7,
Table 2), with the lead equal to twice the pitch, but otherwise having
the same dimensions as specimens 101B and 201B. The contact sur-
faces were observed to be rough due, evidently, to too heavy finishing
cuts during manufacture, but a run-in period brought them to a reason-
ably smooth condition, and the coefficients of friction given in Fig. 19
were then obtained.
Changes in set-up were made and a number of tests on other speci-
mens were run between the times when the thrust-torque curve for
lowering the load and the curve for raising the load were obtained.
Furthermore, an attempt was made during this interval to polish the
thread surfaces of the screw with fine emery. Notwithstanding this
procedure, the results of the tests for the conditions of lowering the
load and raising the load are observed to be reasonably consistent, as
indicated by the coefficients of friction 0.131 and 0.122.
19. Milled Acme Screw with Tapped Nut.-In all the preceding
tests the results were obtained on test specimens having the threads of
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both screw and nut cut on the lathe. On account of the varying de-
grees of accuracy and finish thus obtained it was possible to make
a study of the effect of quality of workmanship on the coefficient of
friction.
The test specimens used in the present series of tests consisted
of an Acme screw 101M cut on a thread milling machine and a bronze
nut 201M tapped with a ground tap. These parts, listed as Set No. 10,
Table 2, were supplied by a manufacturer who took them at random
from stock. Although a milled and tapped product is not necessarily
better as to accuracy and finish than that produced by chasing the
threads on the lathe, it is reasonable to assume that, especially on a
production basis, the former method will generally result in a more
accurate and a more uniform product.
When checked for bearing with a color compound before starting
the tests the threads of the screw and nut appeared to have contact
over the entire working surface. But when placed under load and
run for a brief period the actual contact was found to be near the
bottom of the thread of the screw and over a width of about one-
third the thread depth, indicating a slight difference in the mating
thread angles. Furthermore, this band of contact was not continuous
but broken up into regularly spaced spots, evidently a result of the
milling process. These examinations for bearing, together with similar
examinations of other screws and nuts tested, seem to indicate that the
amount of thread surface in contact cannot be determined reliably
by color compound, but can be determined best by running the screw
and nut under load and observing what parts of the contact surfaces
have been brightened or polished by contact.
The results of this series of tests are shown graphically in Fig. 20.
The procedure in testing was as follows: The screw and nut were
placed in the machine and the screw run back and forth in the nut for
five minutes under a load of 1000 lb. and at a speed of 35 r.p.m., in
order to smooth out any ordinary roughness left by the cutting tools.
Then a regular test was made under standard conditions, giving the
results shown in Fig. 20(a). These results, giving an average coefficient
of friction of 0.167, were considered consistent with previous experi-
ence with new test specimens which had not been run long enough to
secure good surface contact.
The test specimens were next taken from the machine, and on care-
ful examination a bright ring of contact was found at the top of the
threads of the nut with a width of about one-third of the depth of
the thread. The corresponding ring of contact on the thread of the
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FIG. 20. AXIAL THRUST-TORQUE RELATIONS FOR MILLED ACME SCREW
No. 101 M, WITH TAPPED NUT
screw was, of course, near the bottom of the thread, but instead of
being a continuous surface, consisted of closely and more or less
regularly spaced spots. This surface condition was undoubtedly due to
the waves in the surface produced by the milling cutter. It should
be kept in mind, however, that the differences in the mating thread
angles and the depths of the waves in the surface were scarcely
measurable amounts.
The screw and nut were placed in the machine again and run well-
lubricated, for a total time of four hours at 100 r.p.m., with an axial
load beginning at 500 lb. and gradually increased to 8000 lb. toward
the end of this period. To avoid undue heating the operation under the
heavier loads was not continuous. On examination of the threads
at this point the bright polished area indicated that the contact was
over the entire working depth of thread. The spotted contact on the
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surface of the thread of the screw was still somewhat in evidence,
however. The severe running conditions necessary to produce the
very small amount of wear required to bring the thread surfaces into
full contact illustrates in a striking manner the ideal non-wearing
qualities of the combination of steel on bronze, and, therefore, the
necessity of obtaining accuracy in manufacture in securing a proper
fit, rather than relying on wear.
Finally, another regular test was made under standard conditions,
giving the results which appear in graphical form in Fig. 20(b). Later
tests showed no further reduction in the friction, and the average
coefficient of friction of 0.106 found as the result of this test may be
assumed to represent the proper value for a well run-in screw and
nut of this kind.
20. Effect of Different Lubricants.-It was not considered within
the scope of this investigation to go into the subject of lubrication
beyond a brief study of the effect of several grades of oil as applied
in common practice. Accordingly, a series of tests was made to de-
termine the effect of light, medium, and heavy oils over a range of
conditions commonly applicable in the operation of power screws.
As stated in Section 10, a medium-grade engine oil was used
throughout the regular tests. Numerous tests were made to determine
the effect of applying the oil in various ways. As long as the screw
was observed to be coated with a good film of oil no difference in the
friction could be detected, whether the screw ran in an oil bath on one
extreme or with an occasional application from an oil can on the other.
The Acme screw 101E and bronze nut 201E1 (Set No. 5, Table 2)
were selected for the series of tests with different grades of oil. These
parts had been previously run in to good surface contact during the
tests already described in connection with Fig. 17. The following oils,
having the viscosities indicated, were selected as satisfactory for the
purpose of the tests:
(1) Light Turbine Oil ................ Visc. at 100 deg. F. = 155 - 160
(2) Medium Engine Oil............... .Visc. at 100 deg. F. = 220 - 230
(3) Heavy Turbine Oil............... Visc. at 100 deg. F. = 345 - 355
Number (2) of this group, as previously stated, was the oil used
throughout this investigation and furnished the basis for the group
selected for the present purpose; that is, it was considered that this
oil, together with one lighter and one heavier, would form a practical
group.
The results of these tests, which appear in graphical form in
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
Figs. 21(a), 21(b), and 21(c), indicate very little difference in the
effect of lubricants covered by this range of viscosities. The average
coefficient of friction 0.099 for the "light" oil is slightly higher than
that for the "medium" or the "heavy" oil, namely, 0.093 and 0.090,
respectively. These differences may be considered negligible in view of
the fact that greater differences may arise from slight variations in
the surface condition of the threads in contact. The conditions of the
test represented by Fig. 17(a), which was made several weeks previ-
ously, were identical in every respect with those represented by Fig.
21(b) in this series. It is interesting to note that the average coef-
ficients of friction obtained in each case, 0.096 and 0.093, check very
well, considering the vagaries of friction.
Since the ordinary range of light, medium, and heavy oils indicated
no appreciable effect of the lubricant on the coefficient of friction, some
further tests were made with two much heavier oils, the same test speci-
mens, 101E and 201E1, being used, under the same testing conditions.
The oils selected were castor oil and an extra heavy oil known by the
trade name "600 W," and these gave the results shown in Figs. 21(d)
and 21(e). The coefficients of friction obtained, 0.071 for the extra
heavy oil and 0.066 for the castor oil, are observed to be appreciably
lower than those obtained in the series of lubrication tests immedi-
ately preceding. Additional tests made with castor oil and the extra
heavy oil on other test specimens running at slow speeds and under
heavy loads tended to confirm these results. The results of the lubri-
cation tests are further summarized in Table 3.
21. Effect of Axial Load.-In this investigation the torque was
measured for axial loads up to 8000 lb. Full surface contact being as-
sumed, this gives a maximum intensity of axial pressure of approxi-
mately 1400 lb. per sq. in. for the 2-in. screws of 0.250-in. pitch, ap-
proximately 1500 lb. per sq. in. for the 2-in. screw of 0.500-in. pitch,
and approximately 5000 lb. per sq. in. for the 11-in. screw of 0.200-
in. pitch.
The coefficient of friction was found to be practically constant
for all axial loads within the range of this investigation, as may be
observed from examination of all the thrust-torque curves represented.
In general, a slight upward curvature of the group of plotted points
may be noted, but the curvature is so slight that the straight line
shown in each case may be considered a sufficiently accurate repre-
sentation of the average for the plotted points. This procedure is
particularly justifiable in the case of friction where the results sought
are subject to wide variation.
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FIG. 22. RELATION BETWEEN AXIAL THRUST AND TORQUE-FROM
KINGSBURY'S TESTS
It is of interest to observe in this connection that the foregoing
statement, namely, that the coefficient of friction is practically inde-
pendent of the axial load, is confirmed also by Kingsbury's investiga-
tion* in which it is shown that the coefficient of friction is practically
constant for axial loads up to 14 000 lb. per sq. in. Figure 22 gives
Kingsbury's results for a soft steel screw running in a bronze nut for
readings taken at 3000 lb. per sq. in. and at 10 000 lb. per sq. in. It is
of further interest to observe that the average coefficient of 0.143
given here, as well as the summary of Kingsbury's results given in
Table 1, agree very well with the results of the present investigation.
22. Effect of Speed.-The speeds at which the test screws were
operated in this investigation, namely, 1¼, 4, 12, 35, and 102 r.p.m.
cover a wide range of operating conditions for power screws. Except
for very short periods, the higher speeds of this group would not be
practical for the heavier axial loads covered on account of undue heat-
ing. In practically all the tests made during this investigation there
was a definite and consistent tendency for the friction to decrease
as the speed increased. This tendency may be observed in nearly all
the curves. It is found that in the group of points plotted for the
thrust-torque curves the points for the lowest speed, 11 r.p.m., always
*See Section 2 and Table 1.
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lie along the upper fringe of the group, whereas the points for the
highest speed, 102 r.p.m., always lie along the lower fringe of the
group. However, the difference is so small for the range of from 1%
to 102 r.p.m. that a practical value for the coefficient of friction is ob-
tained from the straight line which represents the average of all the
points in this speed range. Because of the small decrease in friction
arising from increase in speed, and also of the fact that a more con-
servative value for the coefficient of friction can be obtained by taking
an average value for the slower speeds only, the results from the speeds
1% to 12 r.p.m. are shown in some of the curves.
23. Effect of Temperature.-The temperature rise was measured in
the manner described in Section 5. Numerous preliminary tests were
made with the screw running at speeds up to 102 r.p.m. under axial
loads up to 5000 lb. per sq. in. until the temperature in an oil bath
surrounding the screw and nut rose to 125 deg. F. At no time did the
results of such tests show that this rise in temperature had any effect
on the coefficient of friction. In the course of a regular test, occupying
about one hour, with the loads and speeds being gradually increased
from the minimum to the maximum, or vice versa, and the operation
intermittent during this period, the rise in temperature was small and,
therefore, was not a factor to be considered in the test results.
If the effect of temperature noted appears to be contrary to com-
mon experience with bearings, it should be pointed out that the con-
ditions here are entirely different from those in a journal bearing, for
example, where speed, clearance, extent of surface, etc., are conducive
to the building up of an oil film, thus bringing about a condition of
fluid friction. In the case of screw threads under load the narrow strips
of surfaces in contact probably do not maintain an oil film in the com-
monly accepted sense.
24. Effect of Different Materials.-The screws used in this investi-
gation were made of S.A.E. steels Nos. 1020, 1025, 1035, and 1040.
The nuts were made of several different grades of bronze, of cast iron,
and of babbitt. The results of the tests indicated no differences that
would warrant any definite statement regarding the effect of different
combinations of materials in contact on the coefficient of friction. It
is probable that the effect of materials would appear largely in the
kind of surface that could be produced by the cutting tools, and thus
the question would be reduced to the matter of the quality of work-
manship that would result. The results of the tests made to deter-
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mine the effect of different combinations of materials are further sum-
marized in Table 3.
25. Effect of Pitch and Lead.-Apparently pitch and lead, as such,
have no effect on the coefficient of friction of screw threads. However,
it was observed in connection with this investigation that in general
the surface finish and fit of mating thread angles were better on screws
of the larger pitches. In other words, the possibility of greater accu-
racy and better workmanship in general on larger pitches might in this
indirect way tend to make pitch an influencing factor.
26. Starting Friction.-An investigation of the friction of any
machine element would not be complete without a study of the friction
of rest, or starting friction, along with the friction of motion. Exami-
nation of the method used in recording the torque due to running fric-
tion will show that there is too much flexibility in the system for the
instantaneous response necessary to record also the starting friction.
It was, therefore, necessary for this purpose to make use of the aux-
iliary scheme described in Section 5. The results of these tests, which
appear in graphical form in Fig. 23, and are further summarized in
Table 4, were plotted in accordance with the method outlined in
Section 13.
Before starting a test the screw was flooded with oil, and no oil
was added thereafter during the test, because the preliminary tests
showed that the amount of oil was of no consequence as long as an
ordinary film was present. The axial load was applied in approxi-
mately 1000-lb. increments in exactly the same manner as in the tests
on running friction. The torque was measured by placing weights
in a sling suspended from a sprocket (see Section 5) in exactly the
same manner as used in the calibration for torque. The final weights
applied just as motion was impending were in one-pound increments.
The results for starting friction shown in Fig. 23 were obtained
from the same test specimens as were used in the tests on running fric-
tion. These starting friction tests were made on the specimens previous
to run-in, at various stages of the run-in period, and after the run-in
period had been completed. In these tests the starting friction was
found to be practically independent of the amount of run-in, and also
of the kind of materials and quality of workmanship. This may be
explained by the fact that the starting torque is that required to break
the metal to metal contact, which is of the samne general characer on
a new and a worn surface. It should be kept in mind also that what
has been characterized as "good quality of workmanship" and "poor
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FIG. 23. RELATION BETWEEN AXIAL THRUST AND TORQUE-STARTING FRICTION
quality of workmanship" may be considered as the best and worst
examples of an acceptable commercial product, and thus the range
is not wide. Accuracy in workmanship and run-in have their chief
effect in the case of running friction in providing a surface contact
that facilitates the retention of an oil film. In view of the foregoing
facts, the results of all the tests on starting friction have been plotted
as one group of poinfs, Fig. 23.
Although somewhat more erratic than in the case of running fric-
tion, the results are on the whole fairly consistent, so that the straight
line shown, giving a coefficient of friction of 0.168, represents an aver-
age for the entire group of plotted points. As in the case of running
friction, there is noted a tendency toward a slight upward curvature
of the group of points. It is apparent, from the study of these results,
that the same statements as to the effect of load and lubrication on
running friction hold true also for starting friction. Comparison of
these results with corresponding results for running friction will in
every case show the starting friction to be consistently higher than the
running friction, a fact in accord with common experience. The aver-
age ratio of starting friction to running friction has been worked out
in Table 4.
^7~~~t -----. ---------------------
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
27. Running Friction.-From the results of this investigation the
following conclusions have been drawn with regard to the running
friction of power screws:
(1) The coefficient of friction of screw threads is practically inde-
pendent of the magnitude of the axial load on the screw, within the
range of common practice.
(2) The coefficient of friction of screw threads decreases slightly
as the speed increases, but the difference due to speed may be con-
sidered negligible for the range of speed ordinarily encountered in
practice.
(3) The coefficient of friction of screw threads tends to decrease
as the lubricants used become heavier, a marked decrease occurring
with the use of extra heavy mineral oil and of castor oil. For the
several grades of so-called light, medium, and heavy oils commonly
used in the lubrication of machine elements, however, the variation
in the coefficient may be considered negligible. The temperature rise
resulting from the comparatively slow and intermittent motion pre-
vailing in the normal operation of screw threads is too small to have
an appreciable effect on the behavior of the lubricant.
(4) The coefficient of friction of screw threads shows no marked
variation for the several combinations of materials ordinarily used in
practice. The test results indicate that for the following combinations
of materials there is a slight progressive decrease in the coefficient of
friction between the first and last combinations, in the order given:
soft steel on cast iron, soft steel on babbitt, soft steel on bronze, and
hardened and ground steel on bronze.
(5) The coefficient of friction of screw threads is influenced more
by the condition of the contact surfaces and the accuracy of mating
thread angles than by any other factors such as load, speed, lubrica-
tion, combination of materials, and method of manufacture.
(6) The experimental results of this investigation agree very
closely with those obtained from the theoretical relations which are
determined from the assumptions upon which screw friction is based.
This fact leads to the important conclusion that, for all practical pur-
poses, the equations for the theoretical relations between the torque
and the axial load may safely be used for the three types of screw
threads investigated.
(7) For screw threads of high grade materials and workmanship,
well run-in and well lubricated, the average coefficient of friction for
usual practice may be taken as 0.100.
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(8) For screw threads of average quality of materials and work-
manship, and operating under the average conditions of usual prac-
tice, the coefficient of friction may be taken as 0.125.
(9) For screw threads of poor quality of materials and workman-
ship, or for any screw threads with newly machined surfaces which
are subject to very slow and intermittent motion and indifferent lubri-
cation and which, therefore, have little opportunity to acquire a run-
in condition, the coefficient of friction may be taken as 0.150.
28. Starting Friction.-From the results of this investiagtion the
following conclusions have been drawn with regard to the friction of
rest, or starting friction, for power screws:
(1) The coefficient of starting friction for screw threads is prac-
tically independent of the axial load, within the range of common
practice.
(2) The coefficient of starting friction for screw threads appears
to be practically independent of the usual lubrication, combination of
materials, and quality of workmanship covered by acceptable com-
mercial practice.
(3) For average practice the coefficient of starting friction for
screw threads may be assumed as 1% times the coefficient for running
friction.
29. Friction of Collar Thrust Bearings Used with Power Screws.-
From the results of the investigation given in the Appendix, the fol-
lowing conclusions may be drawn regarding the friction of thrust bear-
ings ordinarily used with power screws:
(1) For all practical purposes the coefficient of friction for a plain
collar thrust bearing used with a power screw, for any given case,
may be assumed to be the same as that for the threads of the screw.
This statement applies to both starting and running friction.
(2) For all practical purposes the friction of a ball or roller thrust
bearing used with a power screw may be assumed to be negligible.
APPENDIX
FRICTION OF COLLAR THRUST BEARINGS
1. Object of Tests.-The overall efficiency of a power screw cannot
be determined from friction of the threads alone. The friction of the
thrust bearing, which is a necessary accompaniment of every power
screw, must also be known.
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TABLE 5
DATA FOR TEST COLLARS
No.
1
2
3
4
Ball Bearing
Surface Brinell
Material Condition Hardness
Soft steel Machined
Cast iron Machined
Bronze Machined
Hardened steel Ground
Bore Outside Diameter
in. in.
1.7717 2.874
Thickness
in.
0.866
The purpose of this appendix is, therefore, not to discuss the fric-
tion of thrust bearings in general, but to give the results of some tests
made to determine the coefficient of friction of thrust bearings such as
might be considered the suitable accompaniment of such screws as
were used in the tests described in this bulletin.
2. Description of Apparatus.-The special equipment required for
these tests is shown in Fig. 24. It may be observed that the screw
testing apparatus shown by Fig. 4 was adapted to the collar testing
with slight modifications. The fixed test collar R was held in bracket
H, and the spindle S carrying the rotating test collar T was driven by
member C in the same manner as test screw G was driven in the screw-
thread tests (see Fig. 4). Thrust and torque loads were applied and
measured in exactly the same manner as described in the screw thread
tests. The ball thrust bearing U was for the purpose of reducing the
frictional resistance of the rotating spindle S. The test collars were in-
terchangeable, so that collars of any desired combination of materials
could easily be placed in the testing positions shown in the figure.
The collars used as test specimens, Table 5, were made of bronze,
cast iron, soft steel, and hardened steel, to the dimensions and specifi-
cations shown in Fig. 24 and Table 5. The contact surfaces of the col-
lars were machined to a good finish, that of the hardened steel collar
being ground.
In addition to the tests on plain thrust collars, tests were made
on a ball thrust bearing, having the approximate nominal dimensions
of 1% in. inside diameter, 2% in. outside diameter, and % in. thickness.
I--
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FIG. 24. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR TESTS ON THRUST-COLLAR FRICTION
3. Test Procedure.-These tests were intended to cover the con-
ditions ordinarily encountered in the commercial applications of power
screws. This was the guiding consideration in choosing the combi-
nations of materials, loads, speeds, and lubricating conditions outlined
in the discussion of the results of the test.
-The general test conditions were the same as those established in
connection with the screw thread tests, Section 10. Thrust loads were
imposed in fairly uniform intervals up to 8000 lb., for each of the
speeds, 11/4, 4, 12, 35, and 102 r.p.m. Since the variation of results
through this speed range was small, results for only the three lower
speeds are given. The lubricant used was a medium grade of engine
oil, applied at the beginning of a test, with no further application
thereafter. This procedure may be assumed to approach practical
operating conditions closely.
The procedure followed in making a regular test, or what may be
considered a test conducted under standardized conditions, was the
same as that described for the screw thread tests, Section 10.
4. Theory and Method of Calculation.-The detailed development
of formulas for the moment of friction of a collar thrust bearing may
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be found in standard textbooks on mechanics and machine design.
These formulas are usually based on either of the following assump-
tions:
(a) Pressure uniformly distributed
(b) Uniform vertical wear.
The following formula,* based on uniform vertical wear, has been
used in calculating the coefficients of friction given in Figs. 25 and 26:
V.P
M = - (r2 + rl)2
in which M = moment of friction,
P = thrust load,
rz = outside radius of collar,
ri = inside radius of collar,
y = coefficient of friction.
*0. A. Leutwiler, "Machine Design," p. 551.
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5. Results of Tests.-Since the plain thrust collars had been given
an accurate and well-machined finish on the lathe, only a short run-in
period was required to bring the contact surfaces to a smooth finish
in full contact. It was after this run-in period that the results dis-
cussed herein were obtained.
The results of the tests are shown in graphical form in Fig. 25
for running friction, and in Fig. 26 for starting friction, and are
further summarized in Table 6. It is evident that in each case a
straight line approximates very closely the average of the group
of points representing torque plotted against thrust, indicating that
the coefficient of friction is practically constant. It may be noted,
however, that as in the case of the similar diagrams representing the
results of the friction of screw threads, Chapter V, there is a very slight
upward curvature of the group of points. The diagrams representing
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the results of the tests of the combinations of soft steel on bronze, soft
steel on cast iron, hardened steel on bronze, and hardened steel on cast
iron, are self-explanatory, and therefore require no further comments.
Tests were made with a hardened steel collar running on a soft steel
collar, but this combination proved to be unsatisfactory, as seizing
or "galling" occurred before the thrust load reached 500 lbs. per sq. in.
Tests on the ball thrust bearing running at 12 r.p.m. showed the
frictional torque to be negligible (less than one pound-foot) under
6000 lbs. thrust load, which is a load beyond the rated capacity of
this bearing.
6. Summary.-The results of these tests may be summarized as fol-
lows (see also Table 6):
(1) The coefficient of friction of a plain collar thrust bearing such
as may be used with a power screw is independent of load and speed
within the range of common practice. Average values for this coef-
ficient are as follows:
For running Friction:
With soft steel on cast iron ............................. p = 0.121
With hardened steel on cast iron ........................ . = 0.092
With soft steel on bronze .............................. .. = 0.084
With hardened steel on bronze .......................... p = 0.063
For starting friction:
With soft steel on cast iron ............................. = 0.170
With hardened steel on cast iron ........................ .= 0.147
With soft steel on bronze.................... ............ A = 0.101
With hardened steel on bronze .................. ....... . = 0.081
(2) From these results it may be assumed that, for average condi-
tions, the coefficient of starting friction may be taken as about 1%
times the coefficient of running friction.
(3) The combination of hardened steel on soft steel was found to
be unsatisfactory, since seizing, or "galling," occurred at compara-
tively low pressures.
(4) It was found that the friction of ball thrust bearings is so
small that it may be considered negligible in connection with power
screws.
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